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Hawaiÿi: Strategic Considerations for Social Struggles

Ibrahim G. Aoudé

This article will argue that in the age of a highly globalized capitalist system,
Känaka Maoli (indigenous Hawaiian people) self-determination cannot be fully
exercised without linking it to the class question. Further, the needs and aspirations of
the multi-ethnic, multi-national working class in Hawaiÿi can only be fully addressed on
the basis of indigenous self-determination, especially considering that a majority of
Känaka Maoli belong to the middle and lower levels of the working class.

In addition, because Hawaiÿi is both economically and politically part of the
United States, major challenges confront the indigenous social movement in developing
strategies in pursuit of self-determination. Finally, the people’s movement, at the center
of which is the Kanaka Maoli movement, faces the task of constructing a theory of the
Hawaiian revolution that can guide the people’s movement in completing its tasks.

The Global Context and Hawaiÿi’s Economy

At this stage of development of Hawaiÿi’s social struggles, it is important to
recognize that a general systemic crisis is upon us, exacerbated by ruling-class policies
favoring capital over labor and attacking the livelihoods of workers, regardless of
ethnicity.1 Before the 1998 Asian financial and economic meltdown, which confirmed
and deepened the crisis, Hawaiÿi experienced its own economic malaise. By 1990,
Japanese investment in the state declined considerably. From a level of $150 million in
1985, Japanese investment reached $1 billion in 1986 and $4 billion in 1990. In 1991,
however, it declined to less than $2 billion (Bank of Hawaiÿi 1993). By 1995, with a total
foreign investment in Hawaiÿi of less than $500 million, Japan’s share was less than $250
million (Cayetano 1996:12). In addition, tourist arrivals declined considerably from their
1990 level and, despite recent growth, did not return to their previous levels (Bank of
Hawaiÿi 1996:41). The main causes for this decline were the 1990 Gulf crisis, the recession
that plagued the Japanese and North American economies, the 1991-1992 recession in
the Islands, and slow economic growth ever since (Bank of Hawaiÿi 1996).

It has been extremely difficult to devise plans to extricate Hawaiÿi from its
economic doldrums and achieve relatively high rates of economic growth through
diversification, largely because capital assigned the state a specific role (a tourist
attraction) in the international division of labor since the late 1950s. Former Governor
John Waiheÿe’s efforts to diversify the economy yielded insignificant results and did
nothing to lift the economy from the recession of the early 1990s. Waiheÿe’s attempts at
economic diversification were reminiscent of those of his predecessor, George Ariyoshi.
In various ways, both tried to influence corporate decision-making to create a high-
technology sector in the Islands. But as Herbig and Kramer (1994) demonstrate, it was
rather impossible to do so because, among other things, it would take over a
generation to create the infrastructure necessary to establish a high-technology sector.
The Islands essentially can only sell tourism; and whatever else they sell is, in large
measure, tied (directly or indirectly) to tourism.

We now witness a major push by the state government to diversify the
economy around tourism (Cayetano 1996). Aside from being a contradiction in terms,
this effort tacitly recognizes the “locked-in” (Aoudé 1995) position to which the
transnational corporations, through the international division of labor, have relegated
the Hawaiian economy.2 Cayetano’s proposals to spend $1 billion in 1997-98 on
construction were passed by the 1997 Legislature. The Convention Center opened in
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June 1998 for (hardly any) business. The state and the business sector attempt to
cultivate new tourist markets, including a niche for health tourism. The State Tourism
Authority, created in July 1998, promised $60 million in earmarked state funds and,
charged with promoting Hawaiÿi as a tourist destination, is the most recent indication
that no real diversification is sought, despite serious attempts at luring high technology
investment. Nor is the economy rebounding, despite this mass infusion of construction
and tourism promotion funds. Indeed, Cayetano, changed the entire economic
diversification discourse, whose subtext was a recognition of previous public policy
failures (Cayetano 1996). In October 1997, Cayetano created an Economic Revitalization
Task Force (ERTF), which proposed sweeping reforms that included the following: (1)
tax reductions; (2) strengthening the competitive position of the tourist industry; (3)
deregulation; (4) achieving preeminence in key areas at the University of Hawaiÿi; (5)
autonomy for individual schools; (6) efficiency in government delivery of services; and
(7) resolving Kanaka Maoli self-determination issues (ERTF 1997).

The systemic general crisis of capital now expresses itself in the political arena.3 In
the past few years, federal and state policies threw hundreds of people out of the safety
net. Even before this eventuality, the majority of the Känaka Maoli occupied the lower
levels of the working class along with the majority of Filipino workers. This situation
may be surmised from examining the median family incomes of major ethnic groups.
Crane and Okinaka (1992:60) show the following for 1980: Chinese, $23,859; Japanese,
$23,209; Caucasians, $20,823; part-Hawaiians, $16,445; Filipinos, $16,361; Hawaiians,
$11,997. “Hawaiians,” “part-Hawaiians” and Filipinos (along with Samoans, Tongans
and other Pacific Islanders) essentially comprise the core of the working class. Barringer
(1995) also demonstrates the lower status of Känaka Maoli in terms of educational and
economic indicators. These trends continued in the late 1990s (see Okamura 1998).

Cayetano’s policies in response to the economic crisis forced thousands of people
into social struggles. In January 1997, government employees threatened to take strike
actions, should there be no change in governmental fiscal policies affecting them. In
addition, on April 9, 1997 several hundred individuals rallied against legislative budget
cuts that the Legislature was considering. The Honolulu Advertiser’s William Kresnak
(1997) reported that the State Senate planned to cut $400 million from Cayetano’s
proposed $11.5 billion biennial state budget. It is interesting to note that although
Cayetano showed his displeasure with the severity of these proposed cuts, his 1997
launching of the Economic Revitalization Task Force indicated that he had no choice but
to shore up profits through privatization, tax cuts, and other such pro-business policies.
His rationale is by now a mantra: “Kick-start” the economy.

But even if this kick-starting can be accomplished in the face of contradictory,
global economic realities challenging to the plans of the state “movers and shakers,” it
can only be done at the expense of middle- and lower-income workers.4 Ruling class
policies, as expressed by the Cayetano administration and the State Legislature, further
exacerbate the social struggles. A classic example of this is the Native Hawaiian
Autonomy Act, introduced by Representative Ed Case during the 1998 state legislative
session, but “died” because of Kanaka Maoli political pressure (Honolulu Advertiser
1998). The Act was designed to control and liquidate Kanaka Maoli rights, apparently in
fulfillment of an Economic Revitalization Task Force prescription. Despite its seemingly
innocuous intent, the Act also had the potential of unnecessarily pitting Kanaka Maoli
rights against the rights of other ethnic and nationality groups in the Islands.

Känaka Maoli and Hawaiÿi’s Multi-Ethnic Society

Hawaiian history clearly demonstrates that the deep oppression and exploitation
of the makaÿäinana (commoners) go as far back as the early traders (Kelly 1994a; 1994b).
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Kanaka Maoli (primarily makaÿäinana) alienation from their land definitely dates back
at least to the Mähele (land division) of 1848 (Kelly 1994a; Kameÿeleihiwa 1992; Buck
1993) and is integrally linked with the imposition of capitalism, originally through a
haole (foreigner) oligarchy and more recently, through a multi-ethnic (though primarily
haole) bourgeoisie tied, as it is, to national and international capital (Kent 1993;
Maclennan 1979).

Känaka Maoli comprise roughly twenty percent of the population in Hawaiÿi. A
sizable number of the rest of the multi-ethnic population suffers from the same social
ills that afflict a majority of Känaka Maoli; namely, poverty, unemployment, drugs, and
crime (Barringer 1995; Crane and Okinaka 1992). Actually, many Känaka Maoli seem to
have more in common with the poorer sectors of the working class than they do with
the Kanaka Maoli elite, some of whom merely pay lip service to the notion of Hawaiian
self-determination.

In Hawaiÿi’s multi-ethnic class society, the social dimensions of ethnicity, class,
gender, nationality, and skin color interact to produce immediate interests responsible
for the political and social stands that individuals take. Consequently, simplistic one-
dimensional analyses will not capture the salient intricacies of the present moment in
social struggles. More importantly, strategies for social transformation based on one-
dimensional analysis could prove disastrous to the social and political movements that
inevitably emerge as a response to the current attacks to which the capitalist system
subjects its workers. The task of movements is to intervene and make sure that
members of this multi-ethnic society recognize that they ultimately share common
interests that run counter to the ruling class’. Without understanding these
contradictions, no movement for social change can have a clear vision of how to reach
its goals.

Hawaiÿi’s history of workers’ struggles against the haole oligarchy is full of
examples of how movements based solely on ethnicity or race have been disastrous to
workers (Beechert 1985, 1998; Takaki 1983).5 However, such movements are useful to
the ruling class that does not want to see opposition-building along class lines and
across other social dimensions.

Movement for Kanaka Maoli Self-Determination

The Kanaka Maoli movement for self-determination, currently at the forefront
of Hawaiÿi social struggles, has become a force on the political scene. However, the
multi-ethnic ruling class moved quickly to contain the movement in subtle and not-so-
subtle ways. With every advance of the movement, threats and opportunities
presented themselves. Therefore to navigate with skill through these treacherous
political waters requires a multi-dimensional, holistic, strategic approach on the part of
the Kanaka Maoli movement. Such an approach calls for a reappraisal of strategy,
especially at this time when the ruling class and its state, through the Hawaiian
Sovereignty Elections Council (HSEC), passed “the Hawaiian vote” in the Fall of 1996.
HSEC, originally HSAC (Hawaiian Sovereignty Advisory Commission), was appointed
by Governor Waiheÿe and devised a “plebiscite” that was opposed by a sizable number
of Känaka Maoli who saw it as a way to effectively liquidate the Kanaka Maoli right to
self-determination.6

 The first stage of the Kanaka Maoli movement that began in the mid-1970s
developed to a point where an unprecedented number of Känaka Maoli became
politicized, and numerous Kanaka Maoli organizations arose. An examination of the
various groups’ positions on sovereignty points out the many political and
philosophical differences that exist among them (Dudley and Agard 1993). The most
politically significant among those organizations are the following: Ka Lähui Hawaiÿi,
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the Pro-Kanaka Maoli Independence Working Group (PKMIWG), The Nation of
Hawaiÿi, Protect Kahoÿolawe ÿOhana (PKO), and the Free Association on the Big Island.
In addition, the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA), an arm of the state, and HSEC were
created to contain or otherwise co-opt the efforts of those organizations to chart a
different course in achieving their purported goal: sovereignty. Whether these
organizations call for independence as the PKMIWG does, or for a solution within the
United States (nation within a nation), as Ka Lähui Hawaiÿi does, no organization in
either category seems to have a strategy capable of achieving a solution in the interest
of that majority of the Känaka Maoli that is an integral part of the multi-ethnic, multi-
national working class.7

Ka Lähui Hawaiÿi has an elaborate, highly developed political organization with
thousands (twenty thousand according to Ka Lähui) of members. However, despite
being the most successful organizer among these organizations, Ka Lähui has been
unable to rally enough Känaka Maoli in support of its political goals. A case in point is
the “success” of HSEC in delivering “the Hawaiian vote” despite a heroic campaign by
Ka Lähui, the PKMIWG, and other organizations to oppose the vote. Nor has Ka Lähui
been able to generate a critical mass support among non-Känaka Maoli. The PKMIWG
has not followed a mass organizing strategy, and it remains essentially an educational,
advocacy group. The other organizations mentioned above also have not fared any
better.

However, it is important to note the outstanding victories achieved by the
Kanaka Maoli movement. The Public Access Shoreline Hawaiÿi (PASH) State Supreme
Court decision of 1995, which essentially affirms and protects indigenous traditional
rights, and the Kanaka Maoli community mobilization to defeat the Native Hawaiian
Autonomy Act, are two such victories. These victories were possible because of Kanaka
Maoli community involvement that included hula halau (hula schools) and other cultural
organizations and they point out the need to continue to reach beyond the existing
movement to draw in others who ordinarily are not thought of as “in the movement.”
They also give hope that the Kanaka Maoli movement could still develop a strategy in
the interest of poor working-class Känaka Maoli. Before addressing important
considerations for the Kanaka Maoli movement in its attempts to mobilize the largest
segment possible of Känaka Maoli and non-Känaka Maoli, it may be useful to analyze
briefly the different stages of social struggles in Hawaiÿi.

Stages of Social Struggles in Hawaiÿi

In the contemporary period there seems to be three distinct stages of social
struggles.8 Since statehood, Hawaiÿi has experienced two of these stages; we are now in
the third stage. In each stage, social movements expressed developing political and
economic transformations.

First Stage: Multi-Ethnic Anti-Eviction and Anti-War Struggles

Tourism development and concomitant real estate speculation necessitated
evictions of working-class and farming communities. In turn, those communities
organized in their own defense. With the initial expansion of the economy from 1959
until the late 1960s, the first stage of social struggles developed in 1966-67 (also the
beginning of the anti-war movement), but became more sharply focused from 1969
with the advent of major anti-eviction struggles such as Mäkua Valley and Kalama
Valley.9

It is important to note that the make-up of the anti-evictions social movement
was multi-ethnic and preponderantly “local” as opposed to haole. The contemporary
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anti-war movement, though largely haole-led, also had a multi-ethnic composition, and
these two movements interacted frequently, especially within their student component
of these movements.10

The main characteristic of this stage, which ended in 1980, was its defensive
posture. As a consequence of its defense against the evictions and the war in Vietnam,
the struggle to develop an ethnic studies program on the University of Hawaiÿi, Mänoa
campus took on an offensive character. But no sooner than the Ethnic Studies Program
had won a foothold on the UH campus in 1970, was it compelled to fight for its own
survival against a University administration accustomed to running the University as its
own plantation. The Program finally won permanent status in 1977. The fight to
maintain the Ethnic Studies Program on the UH Mänoa Campus was indicative of the
defensive character of this first stage, also defined by the anti-eviction fights.

Second Stage: The Struggle for Kanaka Maoli Rights

Ordinarily, overlap occurs between stages of social struggles, because, as the
main consequences (success or failure) of a stage unfold, that particular stage fades
away while another begins. The second stage of Hawaiÿi’s social struggles began with
the occupation of Kahoÿolawe in 1976 and lasted until 1995. In the mid-1970s, an
emerging core of activists whose main, if not only, concern was Kanaka Maoli issues
came to the fore. Their goal later developed into organizing and educating Känaka
Maoli to assert their collective right to self-determination. Separating Känaka Maoli
from other social struggles was a necessary phase that the movement went through.
Some Kanaka Maoli activists who had developed politically in social movements of the
first stage also participated in social struggles of the second. The main characteristic of
this stage was its offensive strategy and its essentially anti-military orientation (“stop
the bombing”), which underscored the contradictions between an indigenous
movement and an imperial power.

It is instructive to note that the ruling class moved quickly to co-opt the struggle,
primarily through the 1978 Constitutional Convention that included some Kanaka
Maoli activists, such as former Governor John Waiheÿe, Walter Ritte (one of the first
two people to occupy Kahoÿolawe), and Frenchy DeSoto (currently an Office of
Hawaiian Affairs trustee). The ConCon created the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA),
an arm of the state, to channel the movement in an acceptable direction.

However, social and political contradictions militated against co-optation of the
Kanaka Maoli movement through OHA. In fact, the movement enjoyed enough room
to grow and become more militant, as evidenced by the founding in 1987 of Ka Lähui.
This organization presented itself as an alternative to OHA and has been instrumental
in the political education of Känaka Maoli. The one-hundredth anniversary of the
overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy presented an opportunity for a show of force by
Känaka Maoli and their supporters. More than 15,000 rallied at ÿIolani Palace, an
impressive gathering unprecedented in recent Hawaiÿi politics.

Third Stage: Co-optation and Disorientation

Governor Cayetano’s election in 1994 ushered in what will be referred to here as
the third stage that began in 1995.11 The ruling class’ onslaught on the workers and the
poor through budget cuts marks this stage, whose main characteristic is again
defensive, but with an added ingredient that differentiates it from the first. This main
ingredient is the presence of both a Känaka Maoli and multi-ethnic core of experienced
activists, many of whom emerged out of the social struggles of the first stage.

In this third stage, the ruling class succeeded (through HSEC) in directing the
Kanaka Maoli movement on a certain trajectory that left Kanaka Maoli grassroots
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organizations in a predicament, trying to determine their next steps. This temporary
disorientation is a normal occurrence in any social struggle, especially after large-scale
maneuvers on the part of the ruling class to corral and contain the movement.

The ruling class’ co-optation of the Kanaka Maoli movement, especially through
its state machinery (and its “Native Hawaiian” organs) was facilitated by the absence of:
(1) a developed, anti-capitalist, multi-ethnic social movement; and (2) a strategy and
tactics that unite the movement for self-determination.

A revitalization of social struggles at this juncture can only occur on a basis that
expresses the political-economic realities of this stage. This concern leads to a
preliminary discussion of strategic considerations for the movement.

Strategic Considerations in Social Struggles

At this stage of social struggles the Islands are at a crossroads. Much depends on
the grassroots movement’s analysis of the global economy and the political situation
locally, nationally, and internationally. It is incumbent, therefore, on a leading core of
Kanaka Maoli and non-Kanaka Maoli activists to study social motion and put forth an
analysis to be utilized as the basis for a strategy that can accomplish the goals of the
Känaka Maoli within the context of a larger developing people’s movement. Within
such an analysis certain realities and considerations need to be taken into account in
order to arrive at a winning strategy.

A main strategic consideration for the Kanaka Maoli movement, in all of its
organizations, is whether it recognizes clearly the relationship of Känaka Maoli to the
rest of the Islands’ population.12 Kanaka Maoli activists may object to the idea of placing
their movement within a larger multi-ethnic people’s movement on the grounds that
Kanaka Maoli concerns differ from those of the latter. They may advocate that their
movement be part of a national or global indigenous movement. But it is important not
to lose sight of the actual conditions in which Känaka Maoli are located. Indigenous
movements world wide are being co-opted (the Maori and Australian Aboriginal
situations being two Pacific examples). The reality also is that the goals of the Kanaka
Maoli movement cannot be achieved without significant, active support of the rest of
the population, which is eighty percent of the total. A question arises: What are the
goals of this movement, and what sections of the population would support its
achievements?

Movement goals need to be established through an historic analysis of the
Hawaiian social formation. This analysis lends itself to an holistic political-economic
framework. Available analyses (Fuchs 1961; Kent 1993; Takaki 1983; Beechert 1985,
1998) demonstrate that a multi-ethnic society had been formed during the plantation
era. Fuchs (1961) and Kent (1993) show that post-World War II structural changes in the
Hawaiian social formation had been brought about primarily through the struggles of
the multi-ethnic working class in a new global environment characterized by expansion
of US capital into the Pacific. It is important to note that the working class both in the
Islands and on the US continent was co-opted by the capitalists, but not all workers
benefited equally from this arrangement. On the continent, for example, 35 percent of
the workers were organized in unions while the rest was left unorganized and worked
for lower wages. Here in the Islands, as mentioned earlier, it is the Filipinos and Känaka
Maoli who comprise the majority of the lower sections of the working class (Okamura
1998).

We must remind ourselves that Känaka Maoli suffer from an historic crime
perpetrated against them beginning two hundred years ago and exacerbated by the
post-1954 socio-economic and political structures designed without any sensitivity to
the right of Känaka Maoli to self-determination. In their majority, they also suffer from
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the same ills (albeit to a larger degree because of their special historic circumstances) as
the rest of the working class, especially its lower sections. The relationship between the
loss of indigenous land on the one hand, and unemployment, homelessness, and
discrimination that the Känaka Maoli experience, on the other, is more recognizable
now than ever before.
 Because of the similar social conditions, there is a material basis to work for unity
in the struggles of Känaka Maoli and non-Känaka Maoli. Potential support for the self-
determination movement could conceivably come from both Känaka Maoli and non-
Känaka Maoli if the movement begins to speak to issues that link the fight for self-
determination with the fight for the immediate- and long-term interests of poor
sections of the working class, irrespective of ethnicity or nationality. Already there
exists among the multi-ethnic population a majority support for “Hawaiian
sovereignty” (Wiles 1996), which, however, is not clearly defined. But support of an
even vaguely understood concept of sovereignty by a majority of Hawaiÿi’s population
is a recognition of the principle, however nebulous.

Non-Känaka Maoli are welcomed as citizens (albeit with no voting rights) in Ka
Lähui. But that is not the same as the movement consistently putting forth why it
would be in the interests of non-Känaka Maoli, especially workers, to support Kanaka
Maoli self-determination. Nor is it the same as posing the problem along class lines
within an anti-capitalist framework. Given the Islands’ encounter with the capitalist
west, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to realize self-determination within
capitalism in a manner consistent with the interests of the majority of Känaka Maoli.

Another related strategic consideration has to do with the role and place of the
Kanaka Maoli movement in the larger context of social struggles in the Islands. It would
be politically self-defeating for the movement to dismiss those other struggles, which,
by implication, would mean dismissing the interests of the non-Kanaka Maoli
population.

This latter strategic consideration flows from the first. The role of the Kanaka
Maoli movement in Hawaiÿi’s larger social struggles is vital. That role need not mean
subsuming Kanaka Maoli organizations in a larger, multi-ethnic, grassroots movement.
Känaka Maoli must maintain independent grassroots organizations that speak
specifically to the historic crimes perpetrated against them. But this need not imply
either that there should be no grassroots or other organizations of mixed ethnicities. In
fact, such organizations already exist in the form of trade unions, for example. In
addition, Känaka Maoli movement might not want to work among haole and other
ethnic or nationality groups to educate them; but it is incumbent upon the movement
to clearly spell out why it would be in the interest of the poor sections of the haole and
others to support Känaka Maoli in exercising their right to self-determination. This
approach calls for joint efforts among Känaka Maoli, haole, Asian, and other Pacific
Islanders in Hawaiÿi to work for common goals, at the heart of which is Kanaka Maoli
self-determinaiton.13

The political and economic realities of today’s Hawaiÿi bring us to yet another
strategic consideration that may be framed in the form of a question: What is the
relationship between the social struggles in Hawaiÿi and those in the continental United
States? The question leads us to a beginning analysis of the larger environment in which
Hawaiÿi exists.

One must recognize the integral nature of political and economic relations that
tie the Islands to the continental United States as a first step toward devising a strategy
with a fighting chance of achieving the goals of the Kanaka Maoli movement. The
economic crisis savaging the multi-ethnic, multi-national working class in the
continental United States, is the same one wreaking havoc on workers here in the
Islands. National and international capital are the enemies of both the continental
United States’ worker and the Hawaiÿi one.
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In the contemporary period, the capitalist class forged alliances to secure its
position in the Island.14 Therefore, it is all the more necessary for the Kanaka Maoli
movement and non-Kanaka Maoli activists to begin forming new alliances here in the
Islands and the continental United States. What has been accomplished thus far is quite
remarkable, given the stage of social struggles that Hawaiÿi has experienced until
recently,15 and we now need strategic thinking on a different level to reflect these new
political requirements. Failure to do so could catch the movement by surprise, should a
spontaneous upsurge in social struggles develop without political leadership to see it
safely to its goals.

Grassroots Kanaka Maoli organizations with exclusively Kanaka Maoli
membership need not be separate from other multi-ethnic grassroots (tenant and
workers) associations. Class politics, which take other social dimensions into account,
make it imperative to build a multi-ethnic, multi-national political organization of
revolutionaries in the various grassroots organizations that would comprise a
developing social movement.

Conclusion

The preliminary discussion presented in this article points out a need to build a
theory of the developing Hawaiian revolution based on historical analysis. The question
here is whether the struggle for self-determination can be waged successfully by
Känaka Maoli for the benefit of the poor sections of the indigenous population, in
isolation from the social struggles of the rest of the population here in the Islands and
the continental United States?

The capitalists’ strategic field is national and global. The tactics utilized in the
fulfillment of their strategic goals rest on a solid bedrock of national and global
economic and political power. A movement for self-determination will have to devise a
strategy on a level capable of countering these colonial and global capitalist strategies.

Framing the issue, as some Känaka Maoli do, in terms of whites versus Känaka
Maoli plays into the hands of enemies and leaves workers in the Islands (regardless of
their ethnicity) perplexed as to where the Kanaka Maoli movement relegates them in
the scheme of things. Instead, the larger social movement should expose as counter
productive the framing of the issue along color lines.

Also, because of economic and political linkages with the continental United
States, it is not possible to complete the tasks of the Hawaiian revolution without full
support from the movement against capital taking shape in the continental United
States.

An analysis of Kanaka Maoli self-determination that does not incorporate the
larger picture in reference to transnational and global capital implies a mechanistic
separation that is unrealistic and contrary to the laws of social motion. Concomitantly,
any theory of the Hawaiian revolution will have to incorporate Kanaka Maoli self-
determination since Känaka Maoli are an integral part of the larger society.

Notes

1. I have previously discussed the political economy of Hawaiÿi in detail (1998).

2. For more discussion on Hawaiÿi’s place in the international division of labor, see
Kent (1993). Recession and slow growth, especially since 1990, point out a slippage in
tourism revenues because of competition from other tourist destinations. It may be
argued that the international division of labor is being revised in such a way that the
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Islands’ tourist markets already had eroded and left nothing to make up for the
decline.

3. For a discussion of the general crisis, see Peery (1993).

4. The 1998 Hawaiÿi State Legislature passed several bills that were clearly anti-worker
and anti-poor. For example, HB 2749, HD1, SD1, CD1 (Tax Restructuring House Bill)
lowered the top bracket’s tax rates from 10 to 8.25 percent and the Personal Income
Tax by 25 percent over four years. This action lowered revenues and provided a
rationale for the state to cut its budget, which, in fact, HB 3033, HD2, SD2, CD1 (State
Operating Budget House Bill) accomplished. The bill cut the General Fund by 3.4
percent (from the last fiscal year’s level) to $2.99 billion. The net effect of such moves
are fewer services for middle- and low-income households.

5. Not until the formation of a labor movement united along class lines, especially after
the 1940s, were such struggles able to achieve material gains for the multi-ethnic,
multi-national working class. The International Longshoremen and Warehousemen
Union (ILWU) was the union credited with uniting workers across ethnic and
nationality lines.

6. The ‘plebiscite’ terminology was later changed, to “Native Hawaiian vote.” The
change, however, did not placate the opposition, which believed that the right to
self-determination could still be liquidated. For more on the “Native Hawaiian
vote,” see, for instance Kelly (1996) the Coalition Newsletter (1996); and the Kanaka
Maoli Tribunal Kömike (1997). More recently, HSEC metamorphosed into Hä
Hawaiÿi, “a not-for-profit, 501c3 Hawaiian corporation dedicated to encouraging
self-determination for the Hawaiian people by ensuring that a Native Hawaiian
Convention becomes a reality” (Hä Hawaiÿi 1998).

7. While it may be argued that realizing self-determination (and sovereignty) would be
in the interest of working-class Känaka Maoli, the fact remains that there is no
strategic thrust to engage working-class Känaka Maoli as workers fighting for their
immediate (and long-term) interests in the context of the struggle for self-
determination. The movement has no literature that relates how self-determination
and class interests might be intertwined, but class-conscious activists have been
addressing class issues. This fact makes one optimistic that, in the long run, the
working-class perspective could become dominant in the Kanaka Maoli movement.

8. Dividing social struggles into stages is a recognition that history is not linear, but is
subject to qualitative breaks. These breaks may be referred to as eras, epochs, or
stages. Stages, for example, may be different from one another because of differing
characteristics, social forces, or goals of the movements in each stage. Any charge
that dividing social struggles into stages is mechanistic fails to differentiate between
a mainstream social science understanding of stages, which is not grounded in
historical materialism, and that which is. The latter understanding is based on multi-
dimensional analysis of society in a holistic manner.

9. Periodized here are the stages of social struggles, not the economy. Ordinarily, a lag
exists between political-economic transformations and social movements
developing as a result of such transformations.

10. Discussion with John Witeck, an activist in the anti-war movement in Hawaiÿi on
Saturday, May 30, 1998.
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11. Although 1998 was a Gubernatorial election year, to the movements, it is of little
consequence that Linda Lingle lost the race to Governor Cayetano. The political-
economic situation is likely to deteriorate, given the indications transmitted from the
global economy and the ensuing political instability. Whether social struggles then
would enter a fourth stage during Cayetano’s second term depends largely on how
the movement develops.

12. The Zapatistas serve as a counter example. They are at once both an indigenous and
non-indigenous movement, recognizing that self-determination for Chiapas’
indigenous people cannot be divorced from the struggles of the rest of the Mexican
population. The Zapatistas especially see the commonality of interests between the
achievement of their indigenous rights and that of the rights of the lower sections of
Mexican society. Consequently, they have raised issues of democratization and
human rights for all of Mexico. They condemned and rose up against global
capitalism and its manifestations (the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA); the World Bank; etc.). The Zapatistas are currently the actual leaders of
the Mexican revolution and have succeeded in staving off all US and Mexican
governmental attempts to isolate and then crush them. For more on the Zapatistas,
see for example Bardacke et al. (1995); and the Commission for Democracy in
Mexico’s homepage (1998).

13. Haunani-Kay Trask is opposed to coalitions with haole (or other) organizations
(1993). Those coalitions, however, were attempted with thoroughly bourgeois
organizations. Alliances envisioned here are with anti-capitalist social movements.
Further, successful alliances/coalitions can only occur on the basis of respect for the
organizational independence of the Kanaka Maoli movement.

14. The new Democratic Party in Hawaiÿi and American capital came together to do
away with the plantation economy and the haole oligarchy, but ended up paving
the way for the penetration of American capital under a new division of labor.

15. Cooperation and exchange visits take place between Kanaka Maoli organizations
and Native American groups as well as other indigenous movements, especially in
the Pacific. However, in the third stage of social struggles, it is also important to
connect with the incipient people’s movement in continental United States. Such
groups as the National Welfare Rights Union, National Union of the Homeless, and
Women Economic Agenda Project come to mind.
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